
 

CRPF Jawans donate blood to save injured Naxals in Jharkhand 
 

It was not the familiar 14th of February. It was not the typical tryst with romance. More 
than love in the air, everything seemed to be overcast with smothering haze. Still the 
Men in Khaki had a ‘date’. 

An unconditional love for the idea of India and a date with patriotism and compassion. 

Instead of roses, bullets were exchanged. There were no fancy gifts in the vision, only 
deafening sound of the explosives. 

With the break of the dawn when rest of the world was in cheerful vibe, CRPF troops 
were locked in an intense run in with the Naxals in jungles of West Singhbhum in 
Jharkhand. The hysterically hostile scheme of Naxals had raised its monstrous head. 
Bombs and Bullets saturated the entire vicinity. Life was at stake, on either side. Out of 
the blue, it came to an abrupt halt. Pin drop silence followed. Post the supremacy of 
firing skills, it now appeared to be the battle of nerves. 

Anyhow, when the Khaki combatants initiated cautious search of the arena, the sight 
awaiting them was baffling. Equipped with armoury, a Mahila Naxal trying to hide 
herself was wreathing in pain. Having sustained grievous bullet injury, she was bleeding 
copiously. Terrifyingly shaking and in tears, the young girl was deserted in life 
threatening state by her so called comrades. 

CRPF men precisely knew how to proceed further. Straightaway acquiring automated 
mode, first aid trained jawans got on the job and administered the needful treatment. 

A little more than 2000 Kilometres away from the epicentre of this guerrilla warfare; a 
grief stricken mishappening was just about to break out. 

On a day of endearment, affection and tenderness, an ear-splitting explosion viciously 
shattered the hushed spirit of the Kashmir Valley and thereafter of the entire nation. 
Ramifications in its aftermath were disastrous. Forty gutsy warriors slept peacefully in 
the lap of the Motherland. Forever. 

This heinous act not only generated vigorous emotions from every quarter but also 
entirely eclipsed a generous gesture by our men in the jungles of West Singhbhum, 
which would have made humanity proud, in any age and era. 

What made this episode nobly striking was that sensing the lethal nature of the wound 
and not sure of the health status of the injured lady naxal, swift arrangements were put 
in place and she was evacuated to hospital by CRPF jawans. While adversaries have 
repeatedly operated in unprincipled and unscrupulous manner, here were CRPF 
jawans, having absolute clarity over saving life of the injured rival. 

A little later, Shri Sanjay Lathkar, IGP, Jharkhand Sector, CRPF was astounded and felt 
pride when couple of CRPF boys donated blood to this Mahila Naxal in hospital, as she 
was in acute need of the life sustaining fluid. The shock factor coupled with immense 
anger over the Pulwama incident had reached its peak instantly and to come forward 
with such initiative for a wicked opponent reflects superlative persona of the CRPF 
men. 



 

Being blessed with kind heart is one thing but one needed to be endowed with super 
exceptional mortal traits for extending a helping hand to any hostile, when the ashes of 
your martyr brothers from Kashmir was yet to cool down. When the CRPF as a family 
had just suffered this dastardly tragedy, any member would have needed high calibre 
steel mettle to even think of, forget actual blood donation to your antagonist. These 
boys possessed just that. Regardless of everything, this was an overwhelming stuff. 

These couple of occurrences which eventuated on the same day were in extreme 
contrast to each other. On one hand, a terrorist in the form of a human bomb unloosed 
unimaginable mayhem on a peacefully moving convoy and on the other; we had troops 
of the very force displaying towering magnitude of sensitivity and benevolence towards 
a fierce Naxal, armed with a mission to destroy them. 

Unlike the customary stance of self-assumed intellectuals and many of human rights 
activists, orchestrating cynical generalization of every incident involving the security 
forces, they were mysteriously tight lipped and maintained stunned silence on the 
deeds and gestures across two varying incidents. This was, in fact, also not the maiden 
specimen when CRPF men had exhibited magnanimity towards the adversaries. 

In recent times, 07 other Naxals have been apprehended alive in seriously injured 
conditions by CRPF in Jharkhand alone, post ferociously fought encounters on diverse 
occasions, even when the Terrorists and Naxals have persistently crossed every 
threshold of humanity, time and again. 

No matter how onerous the phase is and how puzzling the circumstances are, ethos, 
morals and values imbibed in Khaki will always stand out and shine splendidly period. 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


